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The clean exit integrity pledge is an 
undertaking for upholding integrity at 
workplace at all times.  v

What is Clean Exit Integrity Pledge?

What happens if a staff breaks a policy?
The school can centrally report serious 
offences and non-compliances to the Clean 
Exit platform and it becomes part of 
permanent record of the staff. This data is 
shared with all other schools, providing 
strong deterrence for crimes. s 

How are other schools notied?
For major offences, the member schools 
recieve auto-notications with details that 
caution them to hire a resource only after 
complete verication. s  

Why share data with law enforcement?
Safeguarding the rights of children and 
protecting them is a top priority of every law 
enforcement. Sharing the staff database with 
the police ensures they have the latest 
records of your workplace and know where 
the staff lives, enabling them to protect and 
serve you better at all times. s  

How is data collected in Clean Exit?
Clean exit uses various sources such as Police 
verication, Court verication, NCRB Data, 
Google News, Data Analytics, Social Media 
and Direct company or employer feedback. s



Above sample report is only for illustration purposes.

SEARCH USING ANY GOVT ID

Centralized Database for the Industry
Once reported in Clean Exit, the reports 
can be requested by any company in the 

Industry. s

1
BEFORE JOINING
Verify Past Behavior
and Character

The process of hiring is very expensive and time 
consuming. No company prefers unethical staff 
or people with history of bad behaviour as it 
can damage their reputation and even put the 
business at risk, nancially and legally. s

AFTER JOINING
Record Misconduct
and Behavior

Recording of misconduct and integrity issues as 
long as the employee works with the company 
is a strong deterrence and prevents potential 
frauds and bad behaviour at workplace. 
Motivates ethical culture and improves 
condence of good employees. s

2
AFTER JOINING
Record Misconduct
and Behavior

Recording of misconduct and integrity issues as 
long as the employee works with the company 
is a strong deterrence and prevents potential 
frauds and bad behaviour at workplace. 
Motivates ethical culture and improves 
condence of good employees. s

3
EXITING COMPANY
Conduct Exit
Interview

An exit interview literally helps prevent bigger 
problems. Studies have shown that exit 
interviews prevent 90% legal cases against the 
company, helps detect larger issues in 
management and removes potential anger or 
negativity from an employee. d 

How Schools are using Clean Exit

What is Clean Exit

Clean Exit is the number one global behavior rating and analytics 
platform trusted by the industry for identication of honest and 
credible workforce. Clean Exit has thousands of drivers, maids and 
support staff registered from across India! 
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